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The proper use of support materials with a sufficient durability and production

efficiency holds promise for the practical utilization of single-atom catalysts in

electrocatalysis. Herein, we present a new strategy to prepare highly crystalline

Co-doped vanadium pentoxide nanobelts for efficient and stable oxygen

evolution reaction. We demonstrate that the large exposure of atomic cobalt in

highly ordered oxides successfully enables effective binding with reaction

intermediates, resulting in the high activity and durability in half-cells as well as

zinc–air cells.
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Template-assisted synthesis of single-atom
catalysts supported on highly crystalline
vanadium pentoxide for stable oxygen evolution

Chulmin Youn,1,6 Seoyoon Shin,1,2,6 Kihyun Shin,3,6 Chanhoon Kim,4 Chae-Lin Park,1,5

Joonmyung Choi,5 Shi Hyeong Kim,1 Sang Young Yeo,1 Moo Whan Shin,2,* Graeme Henkelman,3,*

and Ki Ro Yoon1,7,*
The bigger picture

The concept of single-atom

catalysts (SACs) as heterogeneous

electrocatalysts has received

growing attention due to their

high catalytic activity, maximized

atomic utilization, and cost

efficiency. However, the use of

SACs in practical applications has

still encountered challenges with

regard to the corrosive

environment of carbonaceous

support materials, resulting in

underwhelming durability of

catalysts.

We present an unprecedented
SUMMARY

Single-atom catalysts (SACs) have drawn considerable attention due
to their maximum atomic catalyst utilization, unique electronic
properties, and high cost efficiency, but they tend to aggregate dur-
ing synthesis, and corrosive carbonaceous supports gradually
degrade their original performance. Herein, we develop a tem-
plate-assisted synthesis of Co SACs anchored on highly crystalline
V2O5$nH2O nanobelts (CoVO NBs) for achieving highly stable oxy-
gen evolution reaction (OER). The Co sites on oxide supports
weaken the binding energy of reaction intermediates and work as
active reaction sites. Even though the partial leaching of V4+ ions
was observed during electrocatalysis, the remaining Co moieties
helped to maintain high OER activity and exceptional durability,
with initial overpotentials of 428 and 374 mV observed at 10 mA
cm�2 in 0.1 and 1 M KOH, respectively. Furthermore, zinc (Zn)–air
cells with CoVO30NBs displayed a small initial charge-discharge po-
larization gap (0.78 V) and high cycling performance up to 450 h.
synthetic approach to prepare

highly crystalline Co-doped

vanadium pentoxide for stable

oxygen evolution reaction. The

large exposure of Co atomic sites

in highly ordered layered oxide

successfully enables effective

binding with reaction

intermediates, resulting in

operational activity and

exceptional durability. This work

will open up a larger opportunity
INTRODUCTION

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is a crucial process involved in various sustain-

able and renewable energy conversion/storage systems such as water-splitting cells

and metal–air batteries.1–3 However, the sluggish kinetics induced by multiple-elec-

tron participation require a large overpotential to activate the OER, which results in

low energy efficiency.4 Implementation of electrocatalysts such as iridium- or ruthe-

nium-based oxides is an efficient way to overcome the large OER overpotential.5–8

However, earth scarcity, low cost efficiency of such noble metals, and inferior dura-

bility still hinder their commercial use, and thus, alternative catalysts with non-noble

but highly active and robust materials should be developed.9,10
for the organic-template-assisted

synthesis of novel SACs and

suggests that the combination of

high-crystalline oxide supports

could be a crucial approach to

enhancing both activity and

stability.
Recently, cobalt (Co)-based compounds including oxides,11 layered double hydrox-

ides,12 selenides,13 sulfides,14 phosphides,15 and nitrides16,17 have emerged as het-

erogeneous OER electrocatalysts for their excellent catalytic performance. For Co

oxides/hydroxides, one of the key intermediates is CoOOH, where an oxo Co(IV)

site is formed during the OER.18,19 However, in these catalysts, the OER perfor-

mance is limited by the poor electrical conductivity and low exposure of active

sites.20 To address these issues, several strategies have been adopted. For example,

hierarchically assembled Co4N(core)-CoOx(shell) nanorods supported on a carbon

nanofiber mat as a free-standing catalyst-support hybrid have been suggested to
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 ª 2022 Elsevier Inc. 1
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facilitate interfacial electron transfer and enhance the OER activity.21 Because low-

coordinated metal atoms often function as active sites with exceptional surface

electronic states, modifying oxygen vacancies and engineering the surface or grain

boundaries in catalysts was used to influence their catalytic performance.22 Morpho-

logical design of heterogeneous catalysts can also be an efficient approach to

improve the activity by improving the exposure of catalytically active surfaces as

well as facilitating charge and mass transfer.23

Finely dispersed supportedmetal catalysts with a small size and a sufficient exposure

of active phases are the key factors in determining the performance of heteroge-

neous catalysts.24 In this respect, downsizing the catalyst particles to nanoclusters

or even single-atom catalysts (SACs) has proven to be extremely effective for

achieving high specific activities12,25,26 or stabilizing catalysts.27 Because of their

high cost efficiency, excellent electrical conductivity, and tunable electronic struc-

ture of the active centers by controlling the metal coordination environment, recent

research efforts have triggered an intensive investigation of Co-based SACs—i.e.,

Co–N–C, in which Co–Nn moieties are anchored to carbonaceous supports—for

the OER application.28,29 Despite extensive studies reporting outstanding OER ac-

tivities, the inherently corrosive environment of carbonaceous supports substantially

remains a major challenge.30 For achieving both activity and stability of catalysts,

non-corrosive in highly oxidative potential range (>1.6 VRHE) and electrochemically

robust alternative supports are required.

Vanadium oxides are earth-abundant compounds that have been widely studied for

decades due to their unique physical and chemical properties such as multiple

oxidation states (from V2+ to V5+), a variety of crystal structures, and the ability to

host different ions and molecules.31–33 These properties make vanadium oxides

important in many areas of application such as rechargeable batteries,34–37 pseudo-

capacitors,38 magnetic devices,39 and gas sensors.40 In particular, hydrated vana-

dium pentoxide (V2O5∙nH2O) is an attractive candidate for electrode materials in

lithium batteries because of the high accessibility of metal ions between the layers

of two V2O5 crystals and the suppression of vanadium dissolution or irreversible

phase transformation, which occurs in V2O5.
41–43 The interlayer spacing in

V2O5∙nH2O can be tuned by introducing H2O molecules, which is also beneficial

for facilitating ion diffusion.34 Furthermore, previous reports suggest that the inter-

calation or lattice doping of metal ions in the host V2O5$nH2O can modulate the

local electronic structure and also improve structural stability.44 Nevertheless, the

atomic Co catalysts and vanadium oxide support hybrid has rarely been studied,45,46

but it is a promising combination as a cost-effective and high-performance OER

catalyst.

In the present work, we propose highly crystalline Co-doped V2O5∙nH2O nanobelts

(CoVO NBs) as an exceptional OER catalyst-support hybrid. The CoVO NBs were

synthesized via an organic template (TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanocrystal

[TCNC])-assisted hydrothermal reaction, resulting in an ultrathin one-dimensional

(1D) NB structure. The atomically dispersed Co atoms and remarkably high-crystal-

line V2O5$nH2O support ensure high exposure of active sites and efficient charge

and mass transport of intermediate species, leading to excellent OER activity. Den-

sity functional theory (DFT) calculation reveals that Co atoms can be doped at both

lattice and interlayer sites, resulting in reduced interlayer spacing as well as a low-

ered activation barrier for OER. As a result, CoVO NBs have a higher OER catalytic

activity compared with the state-of-the-art IrO2 catalyst in alkaline solution. More

significantly, despite the partial leaching of V4+ ions during electrolysis, the
2 Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022
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Figure 1. Synthesis of ultrathin Co-doped V2O5∙nH2O nanobelts (CoVO NBs)

(A) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of CoVO NBs.

(B) Digital photographs and schematic structure of CoVO NBs.

(C) SEM images of CoVO30 NBs.

(D) AFM images.

(E) Measured width and height of V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO30 NBs.
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remaining Co moieties on the highly crystalline oxide-based support sustained high

OER activity during the accelerated durability test (ADT) of half-cells and helped to

maintain outstanding cycling performance (>450 h) in a rechargeable zinc (Zn)–air

battery. This work provides not only the organic-template-assisted strategy for syn-

thesis of nanostructured heterogeneous catalysts but also insights into the rational

design of the combination of SACs with robust oxide supports for efficient and

long-lasting energy storage/conversion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of ultrathin CoVO NBs

Vanadium oxides are transition-metal oxides with a wide range of stoichiometries

(V2O5, V2O3, VO2, V6O13, etc.) due to the multiple oxidation states mentioned

earlier.47 In particular, V2O5$nH2O is a unique ceramic material with a layered struc-

ture that has a larger interlayer spacing than that of orthorhombic V2O5 due to the

intercalation of H2O molecules.32,48,49 For utilizing the unique features of

V2O5$nH2O in electrocatalysis, we suggest an organic-template-assisted growth

of crystalline V2O5$nH2O with the addition of catalytic components. Figure 1A illus-

trates the one-step hydrothermal synthesis of ultrathin CoVONBs. First of all, TCNC,

which is a high aspect ratio organic material (width: 5 nm, length: 200 nm) with

carboxyl (COOH�) and hydroxyl (OH�) groups on the surface,50–52 was dispersed

in deionized (DI) water. Controlled amounts of V2O5 powder and Co(NO3)2∙6H2O
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 3
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precursors were then added into the aqueous solution. The negative charge of the

surface functional groups on TCNCs attract the dissolved metal ions, and longitudi-

nally aligned metal ions turned into 1D nanostructures during the hydrothermal

reaction (conducted at 220�C for 8 h). Finally, TCNCs were thermally decomposed

during the reactions,53 and high-crystalline CoVO NBs were collected and washed

by vacuum filtration. Due to the anisotropic morphology, the filtered CoVO NBs

form a dark green, film-like paper that has a high sufficient flexibility, as shown in

the digital images (Figure 1B).

The morphologies of the as prepared CoVO NBs (CoVO20, CoVO30, and CoVO40

NBs) with different additions of Co(NO3)2∙6H2O were compared. Figure S1 shows

the digital photograph and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of pristine

V2O5$nH2O without the addition of Co. Pristine V2O5∙nH2O NBs show a dark blue

color and are synthesized in the uniform nanowire shape with a high aspect ratio.

It is noted that CoVO NBs show a tendency to increase in width and decrease in

length as Co is introduced (Figures 1C and S2), as shown by atomic force microscopy

(AFM) analysis. As shown in Figure 1D, the bright areas in the top and bottom AFM

images are singular pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO30 NBs, respectively. From

the AFM results, the width (W) and height (H) were measured (Figure 1E), and CoVO

NBs showed more belt-like morphology with an H toW ratio (H/W) of 0.104, which is

almost half of the H/W value observed in pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs (H/W = 0.250).

High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) imaging (Figure 2A) shows that CoVO30 NBs have a

high crystallinity and that the measured interplanar spacing of 0.356 nm is related to

the (003) plane of V2O5$nH2O (inset), which are in accordance with the X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) results. Interestingly, TCNC template-assisted hydrothermal synthesis en-

sures high crystallinity in CoVO NBs, despite the low synthetic temperature (220�C).
The regularly dotted pattern in selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) indicates

that the CoVO30 NBs are composed of a single-crystal structure (inset). As shown

in Figure S3, CoVO20 and CoVO40 NBs also showed highly crystalline structures,

which were prepared through same one-step hydrothermal procedure with different

amounts of Co additives. This high crystallinity in ultrathin NBs as catalyst supports

can possibly bring about several advantages in electrocatalysis: (1) high exposure of

active sites, (2) structural robustness against chemical/electrochemical deformation,

and (3) facile charge transport along the longitudinal direction. The presence of Co

atoms was confirmed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Pristine

V2O5$nH2O NBs exhibited a highly crystalline single-domain structure and con-

tained V and O (Figure S4). The elemental distribution map of CoVO30 NBs (Fig-

ure 2B) revealed that Co atoms were homogeneously dispersed over the support

without obvious agglomeration. The high density of these Co atoms agreed with

the Co content of CoVO30 NBs (3.19 at%; Figure S5).

Atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) im-

aging of CoVO30 NBs (Figure 2C) revealed the presence of isolated Co atoms

(bright dots enclosed by dotted circles) anchored on the support. Owing to the dif-

ference in the atomic numbers between V (23) and Co (27), Co atoms exhibited a

much higher z-contrast brightness than V atoms (Figures 2D–2F),54–56 as further

demonstrated by the line profiles shown below. When introduced at interstitial sites,

dopants such as Co can induce local lattice strain due to atom or dislocation size

mismatch.57 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis revealed the occurrence of lattice

displacement (red dots near the (005) planes in region B) at a certain position on the

body of CoVO30 NBs (Figure S6). We speculate that the appearance of unknown

dots in specific regions is associated with the local introduction of Co dopants
4 Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022



Figure 2. Microscopic analysis for revealing SACs

(A) TEM images of CoVO30 NBs (insets show selected area electron diffraction [SAED] pattern and high-magnification TEM image).

(B) Corresponding elemental distribution maps.

(C) HAADF-STEM image.

(D–F) High-resolution STEM images and corresponding x-y line profiles of Co SACs on CoVO NBs.
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into the layered V2O5$nH2O structure. Thus, the above data demonstrate the pres-

ence of single Co atoms and are in good agreement with XRD results discussed in

the following section.
Structural/chemical characterization and DFT calculation

The crystal structure of V2O5$nH2O has a V2O5 bilayer connected to H2O molecules

through vanadyl bonds in the interlayer.44,58 The lattice parameter of V2O5$nH2O

has a space group of C12/m1 and a high aspect ratio unit cell with a = 1.172 nm,

b = 0.357 nm, c = 1.152 nm, and b = 88.65�. Typically, the interlayer of the V2O5

bilayer has a large d-spacing (8.8–13.8 Å), depending on the number of H2O mole-

cules intercalated.59 To define the crystal structure of synthesized V2O5$nH2O NBs

and CoVO30 NBs, we carried out XRD analysis as shown in Figure 3A. All character-

istic peaks are indexed to the previously reported database (JCPDS card nos. 40–

1296), indicating high crystallinity with a preferred orientation. The diffraction
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 5



Figure 3. Structural/chemical characterization and DFT calculation

(A) XRD patterns of pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO30 NBs.

(B and C) XPS spectra of V2O5$nH2O NBs (B) and CoVO30 NBs (C) in O 1s and V 2p regions.

(D) Interlayer distance changes after Co doping.

(E) Oxidation state changes in V and Co elements.

(F) Relative stability of Co doping in different positions.

(G) Electronic-structure changes after Co doping.
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patterns from V2O5∙nH2O NBs present Bragg reflections centered at 8.02�, 25.00�,
33.50�, and 42.29� that relate to the diffraction of the X-ray on the (001), (003), (004),

and (005) planes of layered V2O5∙nH2O structures, respectively (Table S1). The

d-spacing corresponding to the (001) plane of V2O5$nH2O NBs was obtained from

Bragg’s law. According to several references, it is reported that the number of

H2O molecules is 0.6 in order to have an interlayer spacing of 11.0 Å in the crystal
6 Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022
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structure of V2O5∙nH2O.32,59 In V2O5∙nH2O NBs, an increase in the number of H2O

molecules causes the interlayer spacing to expand, whereas the doping and interca-

lation of other atoms (Mn, K, Na, Fe, etc.) show different trends.44,60 In the XRD re-

sults, it appears that the d-spacing decreases from the peak shift to a higher angle.

However, it was found that this phenomenon was not due to the decrease of the

number of intercalated H2O molecules; rather, it is presumed to be a change in

the crystal structure caused by the formation of a different chemical structure by

bonding with the doping atom. The diffraction pattern of CoVO30 NBs showed a

high angle shift (0.36�) in 2q corresponding to the (001) plane direction by intercala-

tion of Co atoms (Table S1). In the lattice interlayer and surface of V2O5∙nH2O NBs,

d-spacing was reduced from 11.01 to 10.55 Å due to the change in the bonding state

of oxygen atoms, which is in turn due to the interstices of Co atoms. As shown in Fig-

ure S7, adjusting the ratio of Co:V during the hydrothermal synthesis causes negli-

gible changes in the dominant V2O5$nH2O crystal structure.

The effect of Co doping of pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs (Figure 3B) and CoVO30 NBs

(Figure 3C) on chemical bonding was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) for binding energy corresponding to the O 1s, V 2p1/2, and V 2p3/2 regions. Co-

atom doping changes the chemical structure through bonding with oxygen, which is

investigated by binding energy ofO1s in the XPS analysis. In Figure S8, it is confirmed

throughXPS analysis that theCoproduct of atomic scale synthesized fromCo andox-

ygen in CoVO30 NBs is CoO containing the Co2+ oxidation state. In the binding en-

ergy of O 1s, pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs showed a vanadium-related O 1s peak, and a

shoulder peak (blue and purple) is caused by oxygen defects and hydroxide (OH�),
etc. On the other hand, in the XPS results of CoVO30 NBs, the O 1s peak at 532–

534 eV is more significant than vanadium-related O 1s (530 eV), which seems to be

related to Co bonding. In CoVO30 NBs, it is found that various binding energies

are derived from O 1s by two types of metal cations (Co and V). Evidence that Co

binds to O is confirmed not only in the O 1s energy range but also in the V 2p range.

It is known that the V 2p1/2 peak (pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs: 524.7 eV, CoVO30 NBs:

523.9 eV) shifts to a lower binding energy as the amount of oxygen bound per vana-

dium decreases in the vanadium-based oxides.61–63 The binding energy of pristine

V2O5$nH2O NBs in the V 2p3/2 region mainly shows the V5+ (517.8 eV) and V4+

(516.2 eV) oxidation states due to the intercalated H2O molecules. On the other

hand, the binding energy of CoVO30 NBs in the V 2p3/2 region shows a small reduc-

tion in vanadium by Co2+ of CoO. Combining the results from TEM mapping, XRD,

andXPS, it is confirmed thatCodoping inCoVO30NBs is on the surface and the inter-

layer of the crystal structure asCoOon an atomic scale. TheXPSV2p andO1s spectra

are alsodisplayed in Figure S9, and the appearanceof Co–Obonds and the reduction

of V5+ oxidation states were similarly observed in CoVO20NBs and CoVO40NBs. As

expected, the atomic ratio of Co/V gradually increased, i.e., 18.7%, 20.6%, and

24.8% in CoVO20 NBs, CoVO30 NBs, and CoVO40 NBs, respectively (Figure S10),

but the overall binding behaviors remained similar between the three CoVO NBs.

Raman spectroscopy was also employed to investigate the chemical changes be-

tween pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO NBs. As shown in Figure S11, the signals

at 149, 276, 407, 516, and 694 cm�1 originate from the hydrated vanadium pent-

oxide.61–63 The overall shapes of the Raman spectra were maintained after adding

Co, implying that the dominant chemical bonding of CoVO NBs follows that of pris-

tine V2O5$nH2O NBs. We note that the small shoulder peaks at �160 cm�1 and the

sharpening peaks at �276 cm�1 occur in CoVO20 NBs, CoVO30 NBs, and CoVO40

NBs, which are attributed to the interaction of Co atoms with the surrounding crys-

talline V2O5$nH2O matrix.
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 7
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Using all experimental findings regarding pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO NBs,

we tried to construct a consistent theoretical V2O5$nH2O structure with the genetic

algorithm (GA) method and then confirmed that the resulting model matched the

experimentally synthesized system. There have been several reports predicting

the structure of hydrated V2O5 or V2O5$nH2O xerogels,64–67 which were used to

generate our initial structures. For the V2O5$nH2O system, we put five H2O mole-

cules (n = 0.625) in the simulation box with V16O40, consistent with the 0.6 H2O

molecules between the layers determined experimentally. To find the most stable

configurations of the H2O molecules, we performed GA calculations initially with

ten parents and fifty children at each generation. After eight generations, the energy

difference between the stable children became lower than 0.1 eV/system (see Fig-

ure S12). We subsequently performed geometry optimization with a tight conver-

gence criterion for the most stable ten configurations from the GA calculation. In

the same manner, we searched for the global minimum configuration with Co inter-

calation. We simply tested all possible combinations for Co-doping sites and all sta-

ble structures for V2O5$nH2O, CoVO (interlayer doping), and CoVO (lattice doping),

which can be found in Figure S13.

We performed several analyses to compare the theoretical results of our GA calcu-

lation with the experimental results. First, we checked the interlayer-distance

changes with Co elements (Figure 3D). We found a 10.36 Å interlayer distance

for the pristine V2O5$nH2O system (11.01 Å from the experiment). Interestingly,

both interlayer and lattice doping showed the same behavior in that the interlayer

distance was reduced after Co doping, and their interlayer distances were almost

identical: 9.73 Å for interlayer doping and 9.74 Å for lattice doping (10.55 Å from

the experiment). Even though the value of the interlayer distance itself between

the experiment and our simulation have some differences, both showed the

same trend upon Co doping in that the interlayer distance was decreased:

0.55 Å for the experiment and 0.62–0.63 Å for our simulations. Second, the oxida-

tion states of V and Co were calculated to compare with the XPS results (Figure 3E).

As a reference, we used CoO, Co2O3, and V2O5 bulk structures to specify the

oxidation states of Co2+, Co3+, and V5+, respectively. When the Co atoms are

doped between V2O5$nH2O layers, we see a small reduction of V5+ by gaining

valence electrons, and Co itself showed Co2+ or Co3+, but the lattice-doping

case showed entirely different results. The lattice-doped Co atom pushed other

V elements more oxidized than pristine V2O5$nH2O, and Co itself was also highly

oxidized because that substitution site was originally possessed by V5+ atom. Ac-

cording to our XPS results, V was reduced, and Co showed a Co2+ oxidation state,

thus the interlayer-doping model shows a better match with the experiment. Third,

we checked the relative stability of Co atoms upon doping (Figure 3F). Interlayer

doping showed negative energy changes by �0.89 eV/Co, and Co doping showed

positive (or unstable) energy changes by +0.39 eV/Co. From the sign of energy

changes, we can understand that interlayer doping is favored by our calculations.

However, it is still possible that lattice-doped Co can be present because we

cannot be sure that all of the Co is in its lowest energy site in the experiments.

Finally, the electronic-structure changes were analyzed through density of states

(DOS) calculations. We plotted the total DOS with respect to the Fermi level (EF)

of each system (red line in Figure 3G) and found that V2O5$nH2O has semi-con-

ducting characteristics with a small band gap; however, this band gap disappeared

with Co doping. From these results, we expect that Co doping will increase the

electronic conductivity of the catalyst and also increase the electrochemical activ-

ity. Therefore, we are going to consider both interlayer- and lattice-doping sys-

tems for electrochemical-activity calculations.
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Figure 4. Electrochemical OER performance in half-cell tests

(A) OER polarization curves.

(B and C) The overpotential (h) values (B) and Tafel plots (C) of the catalysts (pristine V2O5$nH2O, CoVO20, CoVO30, CoVO40 NBs, and commercial IrO2)

in 0.1 M KOH.

(D) Nyquist plots of V2O5$nH2O and CoVO30 NBs.

(E) Overpotential changes (DE) before and after 2,000 ADT cycles at 10 mA cm�2.

(F) Chronoamperometric curves of IrO2 and CoVO30 NBs in 0.1 M KOH at a constant overpotential at 500 mV.

(G) Ex situ SEM images and digital photographs (insets) of CoVO30 NBs electrodes after ADT (1 and 1,000 cycles).

(H) ICP-MS-determined contents of Co and V after ADT (1, 5, 100, and 1,000 cycles).

(I and J) Ex situ TEM image (I) and EDS mappings (J) of CoVO30 NBs after 1,000 ADT cycles.
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Electrochemical OER performance

In order to verify the effectiveness of the developed samples for OER, we first as-

sessed the OER performances of CoVO NB catalysts (CoVO20, CoVO30, and

CoVO40 NBs) by using half-cell measurements in alkaline solution and compared

them with pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs and commercial IrO2. Figure 4A shows linear

sweep voltammograms (LSVs) in theOER potential region performed in Ar-saturated

0.1 M KOH. The V2O5$nH2O NBs exhibited the poorest OER current with an onset

potential of �1.7 V, indicating their low OER activity. On the contrary, all CoVO

NB catalysts showed a rapid increase in OER current, similar to the commercial

IrO2 catalyst, with remarkably improved onset potentials compared with that of
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 9
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pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs. This result indicates that the Co dopants contribute to

improve the catalytic ability by serving as the OER catalytically active sites. The

OER overpotentials (h) of IrO2, CoVO20, CoVO30, and CoVO40 NBs at a current

density of 10 mA cm�2 equaled 429, 476, 428, and 475 mV, respectively (Figure 4B).

The h of CoVO30 NBs was the lowest among those of other CoVONBs and was even

lower than that of IrO2, which implied that CoVO30 NBs had the highest number of

active sites among the CoVO NB catalysts. A similar trend was observed for Tafel

slopes (Figure 4C), suggesting that CoVO30 NBs exhibited the fastest OER

kinetics.68,69

To evaluate the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA), we measured the dou-

ble-layer capacitances (Cdl) by cyclic voltammetry. Based on these cyclic voltamme-

try (CV) curves in Figure S14, the Cdl value can be obtained by plotting the current

density (Dj = ja�jc) against the scan rate as shown in Figure S15. As a result,

CoVO30 NBs possess a higher Cdl of 4.00 mF cm�2 than that of CoVO20 NBs

(3.04 mF cm�2) and CoVO40 NBs (3.43 mF cm�2), indicating a much larger surface

area and thus more exposed active sites for OER catalysis. Moreover, the turnover

frequency (TOF) of CoVO30 NBs was determined to be 0.17 s�1 at an overpotential

of 450mV, which is a higher value than those for other previously reported Co-based

catalysts.70–73

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) also suggested that CoVO30 NBs

have an improved charge transport during OER. As shown in the Figure 4D,

CoVO30 NBs show a significantly reduced charge transfer resistance at 1.6 V

compared with that of pristine V2O5$nH2O NBs. We further tested the OER perfor-

mance of CoVO NB catalysts in 1.0 M KOH (Figure S16), showing that CoVO30 NBs

exhibited the highest catalytic activity and fastest kinetics, surpassing state-of-the-

art IrO2 catalysts in both 0.1 and 1.0 M KOH. The obtained performance level is

compared with the previously reported Co-based catalysts in Table S2, and the

outstanding OER activities with significant onset potential and Tafel slope values

were achieved by our catalysts.

To evaluate the durability of the catalysts, we performed ADTs by repeating poten-

tial sweeps with a scan rate of 100 mV s�1 in the range of 1.3–1.6 V for 2,000 cycles.

The LSV curves of CoVO30NBs and IrO2 before and after ADTs in 0.1 and 1.0M KOH

are displayed in Figure S17. As summarized in Figure 4E, CoVO30 NBs showed only

a 3 mV positive shift of overpotential in 0.1 M KOH after the ADT, which is smaller

than that of commercial IrO2 (8 mV). Similar results were obtained in the case of

1.0 M KOH; the potential gap differences before and after ADT of CoVO30 NBs

and IrO2 were 20 and 27 mV, respectively. The ADT results indicate that CoVO30

NBs have a superior catalytic durability compared with the IrO2 catalyst.

Long-term stability is another critical factor for governing the quality of OER cata-

lysts. The stability tests of CoVO30NBs and IrO2 were performed in 0.1M KOH using

chronoamperometry under the potential of 1.6 V with a rotating speed of 1,600 RPM.

As shown in Figure 4F, 84.45% of its initial current density was retained on CoVO30

NBs after 5 h measurement, while only 65.85% initial current was preserved on the

IrO2. CoVO30 NBs also exhibited high stability (>10 h) with almost no change in

operating potential (�1.75 V) at a constant current density of 20 mA cm�2 (Fig-

ure S18). The high durability and stability outcomes of CoVO30 NBs indicate the

robustness of catalytic structures without severe deformation of active sties, i.e.,

atomically doped Co in a high-crystalline vanadium oxide NBs.
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The investigation of morphological and compositional changes after electrochemi-

cal tests is crucial for revealing the origin of catalytic activity and durability.21,74 The

electrochemical stabilities of CoVO30 NBs and commercial V2O5 (control) during

electrocatalysis were evaluated by ADT. As shown in Figures 4G and S19, the macro-

scopic morphologies (including 1D NB traces) were well maintained after several cy-

cles. The cycled electrolytes were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS). Separately constructed electrodes and electrolytes were

employed for every ADT cycle to avoid the impact of previous tests (the related elec-

trolyte samples are shown in Figure S20). A very small amount of Co ions were

etched from CoVO30 NBs into the electrolyte during measurements (Figure 4H).

Interestingly, the amount of dissolved V in the electrolyte steadily increased with

an increasing number of cycles. Commercial V2O5 electrodes underwent rapid

etching, with high V contents of 63.44 and 121.10 ppm observed after one and 10

cycles, respectively. In contrast, the early-stage leaching of V from CoVO30 NBs

was much slower, with V levels of 0.24 and 33.46 ppm observed after one and five

cycles, respectively. Although the extent of V leaching increased with an increasing

number of cycles, it remained comparatively low (149.21 ppm) even after 1,000

cycles.

Although the overall crystal structure of NBs was preserved, ex situ HR-TEM imaging

of cycled CoVO30 NBs revealed bumpy surfaces (dotted circles in Figure 4I). The

ICP-MS data of cycled electrodes further agreed with the partial leaching of V ions

from the matrix and the blurred signal of V in the corresponding EDS mappings (Fig-

ure 4J). We further used ex situ XPS to determine the effects of cycling on the Co/V

molar ratio, and the Co/V ratio of pristine CoVO30 NBs (20.6%) increased to 255.5%

after 1,000 cycles because of V leaching (Figure S21). Notably, the initial XPS V 2p

spectra in CoVO30 NBs were deconvoluted to V5+ and V4+ peaks, which were

centered at 517.0 and 515.5 eV, respectively, while the single peak at 516.2 eV

only remained after ADT cycling. This means that the non-stoichiometric V4+ ions

in V2O5∙nH2O, most of which were probably located at the surface of the NB matrix,

are more easily dissolvable to the alkaline solution during electrocatalysis, which is in

accordance with our TEM observation. On the contrary, stoichiometric V5+ ions in

the high-crystalline V2O5∙nH2O have a relatively high stability upon ADT cycling.

The presentation of Co3+ peaks at 779.4 eV might be attributed to the formation

of a CoOOH phase under active OER.75 Even though the initial composition

changed after several cycles owing to V leaching, the OER performance remained

high after ADT or long-term stability testing. We believe that V leaching rules out

any effect of microscopic morphology on OER performance. The overall results sug-

gest that (1) the catalytically active atomic Co moieties in the crystalline matrix sur-

vive and (2) a greater number of active surfaces in the bulk of CoVO30 NBs may

become exposed at higher extents of V leaching.76

To elucidate the increased OER activity of CoVO NBs, we performed DFT calcula-

tions to verify the effect of Co doping. In the previous section, we discussed the

successful construction of three different model systems, pristine V2O5$nH2O, inter-

layer-doped CoVO, and lattice-doped CoVO, based on both calculations and our

experimental findings. For the catalytic-activity calculation, we also considered the

surface of each system because OER is expected to occur primarily at the surface

of catalyst. First, we searched all possible binding sites for OER intermediates and

found the most stable binding sites, as shown in Figures S22 and S23. In case of

CoVO, we focused on the binding sites near the Co atom to identify how the Co

atom affects to the electrochemical OER activity. In Figure 5, reaction-energy
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 11



Figure 5. Simulated electrochemical OER activity

(A–C) Crystal structures and corresponding reaction-energy diagrams for OER on the (A) pristine V2O5$nH2O, (B) interlayer-doped CoVO, and

(C) lattice-doped CoVO.
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diagrams of each system were represented at the onset potential when all reaction

steps became DG % 0.77–80

Here, we simply used the overpotential (h, h = Vonset � 1.23 V) for activity compar-

ison. Compared with the activity calculation in the bulk (black line), only lattice

doping showed an activity improvement (by 140 mV) compared with undoped

V2O5$nH2O because weaker O binding energy on the Co site reduces the DG in

the third steps (O* / OOH*). As we discussed, however, electrochemical reactions

inside the bulk can be seriously limited bymass transport, and the lattice-doping sys-

tem is less stable than the interlayer doping one, so we extended our bulk system to

expose the surface (Figure S24). As shown in Figure 5, both interlayer and lattice

doping showed higher electrochemical activity than V2O5$nH2O NBs by 710–

720 mV (blue). Similar to the bulk, the presence of Co weakened the binding en-

ergies of intermediates and increased the catalytic activity. For example, too-strong

OH binding energy of V2O5$nH2O by � 0.212 eV was the problem of low OER activ-

ity (DG2), but interlayer and lattice doping showed a weak OH binding energy of

0.135 and 1.979 eV, respectively, compared with pristine V2O5$nH2O. As expected,

OER activity in lattice doping was limited by too-weak OH binding energy (DG1),

different from interlayer doping.
Electrochemical performance of ZABs with CoVO NBs used air cathode

To demonstrate the feasibility of CoVO30 NBs in a practical application, full-cell

tests were conducted with a home-made Zn–air battery (ZAB). Figure 6A shows

the schematic illustration of the assembled ZAB in which a mixture of CoVO30

NBs and Pt/C (as OER and oxygen reduction reaction [ORR] active catalysts, respec-

tively)-coated carbon cloth and a Zn foil were adopted as an air cathode and anode,

respectively, and a container was filled with 6 M KOH as an electrolyte. The ZAB, us-

ing an IrO2 and Pt/C mixed catalyst (IrO2 + Pt/C)-coated air cathode, was also pre-

pared as a counterpart sample. The directly measured open-circuit voltage (OCV) of

the ZAB using CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C was 1.489 V, and a similar level was maintained
12 Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022



Figure 6. Electrochemical performance of ZABs with CoVO NBs used air cathode

(A) Schematic diagram of home-made ZAB.

(B) Time course of measured open-circuit voltages (inset: a photograph of a CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C-used ZAB).

(C and D) Charge-discharge polarization curves (C) and cycling performances (D) of ZABs with IrO2 + Pt/C and CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C.

(E) Digital photograph image of ‘‘KITECH’’ LED light powered by two ZABs in series.
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for 10 h without self-discharging, which mainly occurred in Zn metal batteries (Fig-

ure 6B). Figure 6C presents the charge-discharge polarization curves of CoVO30

NBs + Pt/C- and IrO2 + Pt/C-used cells. It can be clearly seen that the voltage

gaps of the CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C are lower than those of the Pt/C + IrO2 at all tested

current densities. Typically, the CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C showed a lower charge-

discharge voltage gap of 1.33 V compared with that of the IrO2 + Pt/C-based ZAB

of 1.64 V at 30 mA cm�2, indicating higher energy efficiency and better rechargabil-

ity.81,82 The similar polarization behaviors and maximum power densities (96.31 and

92.11 mW cm�2 at a current density of 57.91 and 56.26 mA cm�2 for CoVO30 NBs +

Pt/C- and IrO2 + Pt/C-used cells, respectively) of two cells during discharging are

attributed to the use of the same ORR catalysts, i.e., commercial Pt/C (Figure S25).

In contrast, significantly reduced OER polarization with a voltage of 2.47 V at 30 mA

cm�2 was observed in the cell using CoVO30 NBs as the OER catalyst, which is

240 mV smaller than that of the IrO2-used cell.

Finally, the cyclic performances of ZABs were conducted at a current density of 2 mA

cm�2 for 30 min discharge/charge. The IrO2-based ZAB showed a larger initial

charge-discharge voltage gap of 0.82 V and a fast voltage-gap increase during

�180 h of cycling. On the contrary, the CoVO30 NBs + Pt/C cell with an initial

voltage gap of 0.78 V stably maintained its performance over 450 h without signifi-

cant voltage changes. Figure 6E presents the ‘‘KITECH’’ light-emitting diode (LED)

light powered by two CoVO30 NBs-used ZABs connected in series. Through the

overall electrochemical results with ZAB full-cell tests, we confirmed the feasibility

of CoVO30 NBs as practical OER catalysts. Specifically, the lower OER polarization
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 13
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during the recharge process is the key for achieving high-performance and

rechargeable ZABs as mentioned earlier, and it was revealed that CoVO30 NBs suc-

cessfully continued their OER catalysis during repeated discharge/charge cycles.
Conclusion

In summary, atomic Co catalysts dispersed on the surface of crystalline V2O5$nH2O

NBs were fabricated via template-assisted hydrothermal synthesis, and the obtained

CoVO30 NBs displayed high OER performance with superior activity and durability

even though no conductive carbonaceous materials were included in the system.

DFT calculations further revealed that the Co dopants modulated the surface

adsorption energy of intermediates and the electronic structure of V2O5$nH2O

that boosts OER activity and facilitates electronic conduction, respectively. The

anchoring of Co single atoms with high-crystalline V2O5$nH2O substrates not only

improves intrinsic activity but also enhances working stability compared with com-

mercial IrO2 catalysts. It was noted that the air cathode using CoVO30 NBs shows

low-voltage overpotentials during a 450-h cycle-life test without a significant perfor-

mance degradation in ZABs. We believe that the findings in this work could open up

new opportunities in exploring cost-effective, highly active, and durable SACs

through the coordination of catalytic metal dopants and robust oxide supports for

various energy storage/conversion applications.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. K.R. Yoon (kryoon@kitech.re.kr).

Materials availability

This work did not generate new reagents. All chemical materials and experimental

procedures are discussed in the following sections.

Data and code availability

This study did not generate any datasets.
Fabrication of V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO NBs

Single crystalline V2O5$nH2O NBs and CoVO NBs were prepared with a hydrother-

mal method using a DI-water-based mixed solution as a precursor compound. The

precursor was made from the mixed solution of vanadium and Co precursors with

the addition of TCNC as a sacrificial template.51,52As a precursor preparation

method, TCNCwas sufficiently dispersed in DI water to obtain a transparent solution

in which suspended matter was not conspicuous. V2O5 and Co(II) nitrate hexahy-

drate (Co(NO3)2∙6H2O) with 2:8, 3:7, and 4:6 M ratios (for CoVO20, CoVO30, and

CoVO40 NBs, respectively) were dissolved in 100 mL TCNC dispersed solution.

For V2O5$nH2O NBs, only V2O5 was added at this stage without the addition of

Co(NO3)2∙6H2O. After, citric acid monohydrate was added and the solution

dispersed. After citric acid monohydrate was added and dispersed for about 1 h,

the precursor of the yellowish solution became transparent. The resultant solution

was transferred into the Teflon liner of a stainless-steel autoclave. The sealed steel

autoclave was hydrothermally synthesized in a furnace at 180�C for 1 h and 220�C
for 8 h at a rate of 5�C per minute. After the reaction process, the autoclave was natu-

rally cooled to room temperature. The as-prepared dark-green solution was filtered

and washed with DI water and dried in ambient air at room temperature overnight.
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Materials characterizations

The XRD patterns of the samples were recorded using an X-ray diffractometer

(Rigaku, SmartLab) with Cu-Ka radiation (l = 1.5418 Å) in the 2q scanning range of

5�–60�. XPS (K-alpha) was performed to confirm the composition of the samples.

The microstructures of the samples were observed via field-emission SEM (FE-

SEM) (JSM-7100F, JEOL) and Tecnai TF30 S-Twin transmission electron microscopy

(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA).
Computational details

Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)-level spin-polarized DFT calculations

were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP 6. 2. 1) using

a plane wave basis set with a cut-off energy of 400 eV. The Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof83,84 functional (with PAW_PBE Co_pv, H, O, and V pseudopotential) was

used to describe electron exchange and correlation. The DFT + U method was em-

ployed to treat localized Co and V 3d orbitals with effective U values of 3.385 and 3.1

eV,86,87 respectively. The Brillouin zone was sampled with 2 3 6 3 2 (bulk) and

1 3 2 3 2 (surface) k-point meshes following the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The

convergence criteria for electronic and geometry optimizations were 10�5 eV and

10�3 eV/Å, respectively. We constructed a V2O5 bulk structure based on previous re-

ports65,66,88 and performed GA to find the most stable V2O5,nH2O xerosol systems

(Figure S12) using five water molecules (n = 0.625) from the experimental findings.

We also constructed the surface structure with a 20 Å vacuum gap in the x direction

to compare the difference between the bulk and surface. The GA method, as imple-

mented in the atomic simulation environment (ASE) method,67,89 was used to find

the global minimum structure. Ten randomly constructed parents were used for

initial populations, and fifty children in each generation with 0.2mutation probability

were made. The convergence criteria were set rather coarse (10�4 eV and 10�2 eV/Å)

for the GA to boost the speed of global-minimum searching. To calculate electro-

chemical OER activity for both bulk and surface systems, the following four associa-

tive reaction steps were considered.

DG1 : H2OðlÞ + �4OH� + ðH+ + e�Þ
DG2 : OH� 4O� + ðH+ + e�Þ
DG3 : O
� + H2OðlÞ4OOH� + ðH+ + e�Þ
DG4 : OOH� 4O2ðgÞ+ � + ðH+ + e�Þ
The OER overpotential (h) was found by a reaction-energy diagram, drawn with the

following equation:79,80

DGðUÞ = DE +DZPE � TDS + neU

where DE is the reaction energy, DZPE is the zero-point energy correction, DS is

the change in entropy, and U is the applied potential. The chemical potential

of the solvated proton and electron pair (H+ + e�) at standard conditions

ðpH2 = 1 bar; aH+ = 1; T = 298:15 KÞ is calculated as 0:5m0
H2ðgÞ � eU by assuming

equilibrium at the standard hydrogen electrode.90
Electrochemical measurements in three-electrode system

The electrochemical tests were performed in a typical three-electrode system using

an electrode rotator system (RRDE-3A, ALS) coupled with a potentiostat analyzer

(ZIVE MP1, WonATech). For the preparation of the working electrode, 8 mg of the

catalysts and 80 mL of Nafion solution (5 wt %) as binding materials were dispersed
Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022 15
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in 1 mL of solvent (water/isopropanol = 1:1 v/v), and the mixture was sonicated to

form a homogeneous catalyst ink slurry. Then, 10 mL of the ink slurry was dropped

onto a glassy carbon electrode (5 mm in diameter) with a catalyst loading mass of

0.377 mg cm�2, followed by drying at 60�C overnight. Furthermore, a platinum

wire and a Hg/HgO (1 M NaOH) electrode served as a counter and a reference elec-

trode, respectively. To measure the OER activity, argon was purged for 30 min prior

to the tests, and the LSV curves were obtained at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1 and a rota-

tional speed of 1,600 RPM. The OER durability was also evaluated by CV cycling in

the potential range of 1.3–1.6 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) at a scan

rate of 100 mV s�1 with a rotating speed of 2,000 RPM. Chronoamperometry was

used to measure the stability of the catalysts in an argon-saturated 0.1 M KOH

electrolyte with a potential of 1.6 V and a rotational speed of 1,600 RPM. Catalyst

stability was examined using chronoamperometric (potential = 1.6 V) and chronopo-

tentiometric (current density = 20 mA cm�2) tests, which were conducted in Ar-satu-

rated 0.1 M KOH at a rotation speed of 1,600 RPM. All potentials in this work were

converted to RHE potential according to the Nernst equation:

EðRHEÞ = EðHg =HgOÞ+ 0:140+ 0:059pH

Calculations of ECSA and TOF values

To evaluate the ECSA, we measured the Cdl by CV, which was suggested by

McCory.91 A series of CV measurements were conducted at various scan rates

(10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 mV s�1) in the region of 0.9–1.0 V versus RHE (in a

non-Faradaic region).92 The ECSA values of the samples were calculated according

to the equation

ESCA = Cdl=Cs

where CS is the specific capacitance, and its value was taken to be 40 mF cm�2 ac-

cording to prior works.93,94 The TOF of the samples for OER can be calculated by

the equation95

TOF = JS=4nF

where J is the current density at an overpotential of 450 mV, S is the geometric sur-

face area, n is the number of moles of metal atoms deposited onto the GC elec-

trodes, and F is the Faraday constant (96,485C mol�1). The factor 1/4 is based on

the consideration that four electrons are required to form one oxygen molecule.

Ex situ characterizations

Several ex situ characterizations were performed to investigate the morphological

and compositional changes of catalyst-loaded electrodes after ADT. After 1, 5, 10,

and 1,000 cycles, the electrolyte and electrode were sampled and replaced with

fresh ones to exclude interference between ADT cycles. The sampled electrolytes

were analyzed by ICP-MS (7900, Agilent) to determine the contents of elements

leached from the catalysts. The sampled catalysts were analyzed by SEM, transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM), and XPS to determine morphological and compo-

sitional changes.

Zn–air cell tests

The electrochemical performance of the ZAB was evaluated using home-made Zn–

air cells. The Zn–air cells were filled with 6 M KOH solution, and Zn foil (0.5 mm in

thickness, Alfa Aesar) and CoVO30-NB-catalyst-sprayed carbon cloth (loading

mass: 1.7 mg cm�2) were used as anode and cathode, respectively. Furthermore,

the gas diffusion layer has an effective area of�0.785 cm2. The charge-discharge po-

larization curves were measured at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1. For the cycling test, the
16 Chem Catalysis 2, 1–20, May 19, 2022
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time interval was set as 30 min between each discharge-charge at a current density

of 2 mA cm�2.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.checat.
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